Startup holds promise for diabetes research

KU alumnus Karthik Ramachandran and his doctoral mentor, Lisa Stehno-Bittel, have founded Likarda LLC, housed at the Bioscience and Technology Business Center at KU Medical Center. Likarda’s technology is centered around the ability to miniaturize tissues and organs for multiple applications, useful in diabetes research. Likarda LLC is KU’s 24th active startup company.
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Website, conference to address PTS

Students and faculty from the journalism school have created a website on post-traumatic stress, launched to coincide with the workshop Common Ground: A Workshop for the Media and the Military, which will be Nov. 16 at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C.
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KU names Global Scholars

Fifteen KU sophomores have been competitively selected as Global Scholars. The students will participate in international studies throughout their undergraduate years, and each scholar will receive a $1,000 scholarship to be applied toward a KU-approved study abroad program.

Full Story

Lily Ledbetter lecture rescheduled

Due to the effects of Hurricane Sandy, the 2012 Jana Mackey Distinguished Lecture featuring Lily Ledbetter has been postponed until 7:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 12, in Woodruff Auditorium.

More Information
Spooky pumpkin-carving contest
Marvin Hall was recently host to 25 knife-wielding zombies, just in time for Halloween, part of the first annual American Institute of Architecture Students' pumpkin-carving contest.
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